Aerodynamic characteristics of three supermileage car chassis with new design concepts for improving the driver's view field and driving comfort is investigated and compared with that of one with traditional low-height design. New car shapes with shorter axle distance and higher center of gravity are created. Feasibility of the new design is verified from the aspects of rollover safety, due to the maximum crosswind speed of 40 km/h, and the drag coefficient at straight driving up to 40 km/h. The analytical verification is conducted with a commercial CFD software. Comparing to the traditional design, the analysis shows that it is possible to obtain a lower drag coefficient and lower total drag, while rollover safety is still guaranteed, for a supermileage car with wider view field and taller appearance. Reduction of the form drag is intimately related to the decrease of velocity curl in the flow direction and the size of the vortices in the wake. Results of this study can provide new concepts that are different from those used in the past for the development of supermileage cars.
Introduction
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software has been commonly regarded as a necessary and basic tool for the development and design improvement of ground vehicles, especially their external shapes. These vehicles include, but are not limited to, Formula One, streamlined sedans, and blunt-shaped trucks and tankers, e.g. [1, 2, 3] . One of the important objectives of a vehicle design is the reduction of total resistance during motion. Many factors may contribute to the total resistance, for examples, internal resistance of the engine, resistances in the power transmission chain, rolling resistance of wheels, and the aerodynamic drag due to relative motion between the vehicle and surrounding air. Although these factors may have different levels of importance, for any car in competition, each factor should be carefully examined. The present study focuses on the aerodynamic drag of supermileage car chassis of different external shape designs. For such purpose, CFD technique is usually a better choice than experiments at the onset of the design stage, for it usually not only provides more details of flow structure but also shortens the design period.
Numerous studies of aerodynamics around a vehicle can be found in the literature. A thorough review is not possible. Many pieces of information are even difficult to reference. Therefore, only some related studies covering this field are noted in the following. Makowski and Kim [4] described various aspects of applying CFD to the simulation of the external aerodynamics of ground vehicles. Detailed steps of a simulation strategy using unstructured-mesh-based solver technology in Fluent software were discussed. Kleber [2] employed Fluent to simulate the external flow field of an Opel Astra sedan. About three million hybrid cells were used. Standard ε − k model with non-equilibrium wall function were chosen for the closure of turbulence problem. In order to satisfy the conditions for the wall function, grid adaptions must be performed. The predicted drag coefficients differed from experimental results within 5 to 10%. Sharma et al. [5] conducted both CFD modeling and wind tunnel tests with a 1:20 scale model to study aerodynamics of a Mercedes Benz Tourismo 15 RHD intercity bus. They achieved a reduction in drag coefficient up to 70% by using tapered and rounded top and side leading edges and a truncated rear boat-tail. The reduction of drag is mainly attributed to the decrease of the stagnation zone at the front, decreasing size of the low pressure region and pressure recovery at the rear. Such a reduction in aerodynamic drag could lead to 28% reduction in fuel consumption for that bus. The study of Huminic and Huminic [6] was focused on the flow around an underbody diffuser of the Ahmed body for the rear slanted upper surface of fixed 35 degrees. It was found that, for angle of diffuser less than 7 degrees, Venturi effect occurred which resulted in a downforce and a decreasing of drag. Effect of steady side wind on a simplified car model for various yaw angles from 0 to 30 degrees was studied in [7] . Aerodynamic coefficients including pressure, side force and yawing moment, and total pressure tomographies were well documented. The numerical force and moment coefficients agreed well with experimental data. However, the study of Chometon et al. [8] pointed out that, for an oscillating yaw angle of a car in a steady wind, there exists hysteresis and phase-shifting phenomena for total pressure, and the values of the drag coefficient varies with oscillating frequency. Therefore, use of steady approach to simulate situations with unsteady cross winds may not be valid. Unfortunately, the road conditions in reality are complex. Representative unsteady cross wind conditions may not be easy to define.
In order to obtain a low drag coefficient, the external shape of supermileage cars used to employ slender, streamlined, and low-height design concepts, resulting in a narrow view field and poor comfort for the driver. The objective of this study is to propose a new external-shape design concept for the improvement of driver's comfort and view field. The car shapes resulting from these two design concepts are sketched in Fig. 1 . Feasibility of the new designs is verified using CFD technique from the aspects of rollover safety, due to the maximum crosswind speed of 40 km/h, and the drag coefficient at straight driving up to 40 km/h, and compared with one using traditional design. 
Numerical Problem and Mesh
In this study, we investigate aerodynamic characteristics of three supermileage cars, named Car A, Car B and Car C according to their development sequence, designed with a new concept. Results of aerodynamic drag are compared with one with traditional design, named Car D. The geometries, including side and front views, are shown in Fig. 2 , and exterior dimensions are given in Table 1 . Car
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A was designed simply to encompass the driver with minimum volume. Car B was modified from Car A mainly to weaken the separation around rear bottom. Car C has more thorough consideration for streamlined body and pressure recovery. The bottom of all the cars is 0.05 m away from the ground. It should be noted that only chassis are considered in CFD computation. Details of transmission elements, which should be relocated in the new designs, are all enveloped within the chassis and are not considered in the CFD simulation. The three wheels, two at front and one at rear, would use the same frame size if installed. Two problems are investigated as described in the following. 
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Rollover Safety Problem. New car shapes with shorter axle distance and higher center of gravity are created, as shown in Fig. 1b . Therefore, for Car A, Car B and Car C, the rollover safety due to either centrifugal force at cornering or due to side wind must be considered. The worst side wind condition considered herein is that the car driving straight at 40 km/h subject a steady side wind of 40 km/h, resulting in an incoming wind of 40 2 km/h at a yaw angle of 45 degrees relative to the car motion. A radius of gyration of 25 m for the car cornering at 40 km/h is considered separately for the overturning moment due to centrifugal force. All contributions to overturning moment should be overcome by the restoring moment to ensure safety. The terms used in rollover safety calculation are shown in Fig. 3 .
Fig. 3 Sketch showing terms in rollover safety calculation (not to scale)
Overturning moment due to side wind is obtained from commercial CFD software Ansys Fluent. The computational domain is shown in Fig. 4 , where L is the car length and H is the car height. A uniform velocity ( in V ) of 40 2 km/h is assigned to the inlet, the ground is a moving wall of the same velocity (Strictly speaking this is not exactly correct, but it is a situation easy to be verified in a wind tunnel test.). Both side-and top-surfaces are symmetry planes, and the exit has a pressure boundary condition. The following steady-state continuity and momentum equations were solved.
where i j u u
) is the Reynolds stress tensor which should be computed with a turbulence model. Standard k ε − turbulence modelling with enhanced wall treatment was employed. Second order upwind scheme was used for iteration in the solver. The residuals for all equations were set to 10E-4 for convergence criterion. The whole domain was divided into three zones for mesh Fig. 5 with Car A. The number of surface mesh elements on the car is 74414 with maximal edge size of 12.5 mm. Twenty prism layers were constructed around the car body for boundary layer resolution. The most inner zone has a maximal edge size of 25 mm, the middle zone has 50 mm, and the outer zone has edge size ranging from 50 to 500 mm. The first near-wall cells have averaged y + value of 3 Straight Driving Problem. Because fuel economy is the major concern for a supermileage car, aerodynamic forces at straight driving should be evaluated for all designs. The computational domain used for the straight driving problem is shown in Fig. 6 , where L is the car length, H is the car height, and W is the car width. A slightly shorter length for the computational domain is used than the last problem, because the straight driving problem has zero-degree yaw angle, the size and strength of wake vortices and wake propagation length are less than those with a finite yaw angle. The steady-state continuity and momentum Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) were solved. A uniform velocity ( in V ) of 40 km/h is assigned to the inlet. Other boundary conditions were specified in the way similar to those in the last problem. The blockage ratio, defined by the frontal area of the car divided by the cross sectional area of the domain, is less than 1.5%. The turbulence modelling, wall treatment, solver scheme, and convergence criterion had similar setup as described previously. The whole domain was divided into two zones for mesh construction. A typical close-up view of the mesh on center the plane of a car is shown in Fig. 7 for Car A. A structured hexahedron mesh was used in both zones, while the border of these two zones was connected with a thin layer of unstructured tetrahedron mesh. The car surfaces were firstly tessellated with low-skewness triangles, then, 20 prism layers were extruded from those surface triangles, as shown in the inset on the upper-right corner of Fig. 7 . The total number of mesh elements on the car surface is 17270 with maximal edge size of 25 mm. The inner zone has a maximal edge size of 50 mm, and the outer zone has an edge size ranging from 50 to 500 mm. The total number of cells is 1.74 million. The first near-wall cells have averaged y + value of 1.85. A grid dependence test concluded that for total number of cells greater than 1.5 million and average y + value less than 2, the computed drag coefficient varied less than 0.5%. For the straight driving problem, attentions are focused on relative comparisons of aerodynamic forces on the cars to assess the quality of different exterior shape designs. Important flow field phenomena associated each car are also documented. Fig. 7 Close-up view of mesh on center plane of Car A for straight driving problem.
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Result and Discussions
Results of Rollover Safety Problem. The computed pressure coefficient ( P C ) distribution on the surface of Car A, Car B, and Car C for yaw angle of 45° is shown in Fig. 8 . P C is defined as
where p is the local pressure, in p is the inlet pressure, and ρ is the air density. The value of P C equal one means a full conversion of dynamic head to pressure head, and a negative value indicates a reversed conversion. The front view plots on the left hand side of Fig. 8 show that P C distribution is not symmetric with respect to the center plane of each car because of a yaw angle of 45°, although all the car bodies have symmetric geometry. On the other hand, the right-hand side view plots show a stagnation (high pressure) region on each car due to side wind effect. More detailed physics of the side wind effect can be seen in the 3D total pressure coefficient ( , contours resemble those of vortices in the wake. As can be expected, a yaw angle of 45° resulting from side wind effect gives rise to large size vortices in the wake which can propagate far downstream. It can be seen from Fig. 10 that Car A has higher cross stream velocities, indicating strong separation due to its shape rear edges. Since the pressure center is determined from surface pressure distribution in Fig. 8 , larger distance of high pressure region from the ground is more detrimental to the rollover safety. The computed distance of pressure center from the ground ( cp y ) and the rollover moment due to side wind effect ( SW M ) about the rolling axis shown in Fig. 3 are listed in Table 2 .
Another consideration for rollover safety is the centrifugal moment ( CG M ) at cornering. The conditions with a radius of gyration of 25 m, mass of the car and the driver 120 kg, cornering speed 40 km/h, and the height of center of gravity (CG) for each car are used in the calculation. Result of CG M Car A
Car B
Car C
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is also given in Table 2 . The restoring moment ( r M ) in the table is only due to gravitational force acting on CG. Results summarized in Table 2 show that centrifugal moment is much larger than the side wind moment. However, the restoring moment is greater than either of them. Even both CG M and SW M happen at the same time, their sum ( t M ) is still less than the restoring moment. It is concluded that safety is ensured for the three cars designed for driver's wide view field. Results of Straight Driving Problem. The computed pressure coefficient ( P C ) distribution on the surface of Car A, Car B, Car C, and Car D for straight driving at 40 km/h is shown in Fig. 11 . The plots on the left column show that all the cars only have a very small stagnation zone at the front. However, the plots on the right column show larger differences in P C among these cars. Car A has negative P C at lower half surface due to separation from rear sharp edges, causing large drag to the car. The design for Car B has reduced this drawback by smoothing the rear body. Although a larger pressure recovery area is obtained, the advantage is counteracted by the very low pressure at the extruded side disks and the surrounding area. Both Car C and Car D have very good pressure recovery at rear surface, giving a positive force to help to push the car forward. A combination of reducing stagnation zone at the front and increasing pressure recovery at rear area is ideal for the reduction of the drag.
Distributions of friction coefficient ( f C ) are plotted, as shown in Fig. 12 , to further understand aerodynamic forces on each car. The left column shows that, in order for the driver to "sit and drive" instead of "lie down and drive", the rear half portion of the Car A, Car B, and Car C has taller appearance than Car D. Although the increasing height design improves driver's comfort and view field, skin friction also increases in this portion because the body shape tends to produce flow curvature. On the right column of Fig. 12 , the boundaries of a very low skin friction coefficient area roughly correspond to flow separation locations where normal velocity gradients are equal to zero. Normally, size of the wake flow can be implied from the low f C area. However, the situation of Car B is an exception. Strong separation occurs at the edges of the extruded edges, causing very high friction at those locations and expanding the size of the vortices in the wake. The sizes of the wake immediately after the car body can be seen using tomography of velocity contours on the center plane
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Flow Phenomena: Fluids, Heat and Mass along the car, as shown in Fig. 13 . Smaller and weaker wake, such as the plot shown with Car C, is usually an ideal condition to be pursued, because it gives lower aerodynamic drag for the car. Evolution of vortices in the wake flow is plotted in Fig. 14 for velocity at several cross sections. The first section is 2 m downstream from the middle point of the length of a car and then spaced 2 m for each following section. The evolution would better be seen in movies. Alternatively, one can plot the velocity curl in the main flow (x) direction to learn the shape and size of vortices and strength of rotation. Such a plot is given in Fig. 15 for a cross sectional plane at 0.2 m behind the car. Velocity vectors are imposed on the curl in the figure, and the same scale is used for all the plots to reveal relative size of vortices generated behind each car. Positive curl (shown in red color) has clockwise sense of rotation (looking into the paper) and negative curl (shown in blue color) has counterclockwise rotation. The scale shown in Fig. 15 is chosen merely for clear presentation. The highest and the lowest values of the color bar do not represent the data bounds. Extracting the data from computed results show the (minimal value, maximal vale) of the curl are (-62.9, 59.9) for Car A, (-113.2, 114.2) for Car B, (-39.4, 39.4) for Car C, and (-50.2, 46.7) for Car D. The absolute bound of the curl values is an indication of the vortex strength. Wake vortices being smaller in size and/or weaker in strength are better, because they imply lower drag for the car. From this viewpoint, Car C has the smallest bound of the curl values and the smallest size of vortices. Its aerodynamic performance should be superior to the other three. The computed drag coefficient ( D C ) versus Reynolds number (Re) is plotted in Fig. 16 for all cars, the corresponding dimensional plot of drag (D) versus driving speed (V) is shown in Fig. 17 , where 
The values of frontal area f A for the cars are given in Table 1 . The property µ is the dynamic viscosity of air. Since the car length L is used in the definition of the Reynolds number in Eq. (6), for the investigated velocity range of 8-40 km/h, the range of Re in Fig. 16 is not the same for all the cars. Although the design of Car A and Car B improves driver's comfort and view field and ensures that rollover will not occur due to side wind and cornering, they have higher drag coefficient and drag than the traditional design Car D. However, Car C not only achieves the improvement of Car A and Car B, it also has the lowest drag. This result agrees with the above expectation concluded from aerodynamic forces and flow field. To further confirm the conclusion, the same problem is computed with software FlowVision, and the computed results are also plotted in Fig. 16 labelled as Car C_FV. The difference predicted from the two software , Fluent and FlowVision, is considered reasonable. It is concluded Car C has better aerodynamics characteristics than Car D. 
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Conclusions
Aerodynamic characteristics of three supermileage car shapes with new design concepts for better driver's view field and driving comfort is numerically investigated. Rollover safety due to side wind effect and corning is considered for the new designs. Results of pressure, flow field, and drag of the new design cars are compared with those of a car designed with traditional low-height concept. Conclusions drawn from the CFD results are as follows. a) Comparing to traditional design, it is possible to obtain lower drag coefficient and total drag for a supermileage car with wider view field and taller appearance. Results of this study provide new concepts that are different from those used in the past for the development of supermileage cars. b) Rollover safety can be ensured for the new designs. c) Reducing stagnation zone and increasing pressure recovery area are both important in the reduction of the drag coefficient. d) The body shape near the rear part of a car strongly affects flow separation phenomena, the pressure recovery on the rear surfaces, and the vortex structures in the wake. e) Reduction of the form drag is intimately related to the decrease of velocity curl and the size of the vortex in the wake.
